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Boost Revenues and Profits and Improve
Processes with Customer Data Governance

Quick Facts
Summary
Organizations of all kinds need reliable,
accurate master data to optimize core
processes and gain a better understanding of their customers. The SAP® Master
Data Governance application is designed
to integrate information governance into
your business processes and automate
data processes such as maintaining,
validating, approving, replicating, and
adapting customer master data.
Business Challenges
• Eliminate inconsistent customer data
creation and maintenance that leads
to poor data quality, multiple versions,
and ineﬃcient processes
• Reduce time-consuming, redundant,
manual data maintenance
• Decrease dependency on inflexible
custom solutions

Key Features
• Governance – Automate consolidation
and enable client-side maintenance of
customer master data
• Syndication – Provide safe, reliable
data for use throughout the organization in SAP or non-SAP software
systems
• Standardization – Guide processes to
enforce standardization and authorization while enabling flexibility
• Flexibility – Deploy with SAP Business
Suite software or as a stand-alone solution for heterogeneous landscapes
• Usability – Provide role-based access
to information with an intuitive, configurable interface

Business Benefits
• Improved decision making with more
reliable data
• Better account management by
maintaining hierarchical customer
information
• Less business disruption and greater
data accuracy and process eﬃciency
by enabling data maintenance on client
systems and automating consolidation
• Integrated information governance
processes with an audit trail
• Increased data consistency and
accuracy through integration with
data quality services
For More Information
To learn more about SAP Master Data
Governance, contact your SAP representative or visit us online at
www.sap.com/mdm.

High-quality customer master data strengthens enterprise
operations from sales to finance. With better master data, organizations can gain a deeper, richer understanding of customers,
seize invaluable opportunities to maximize revenues and profits,
and drive operational excellence. The SAP® Master Data Governance application is designed to enable strong information
governance, increase business process eﬃciency, and improve
analysis across the enterprise.
HIGH-QUALITY MASTER
CUSTOMER DATA

PROCESS-CENTRIC CUSTOMER
INFORMATION GOVERNANCE

Technological and process issues can
block eﬀective information governance.
Informal, insuﬃciently controlled processes can aﬀect data quality and associated activities throughout the organization. Manual data collection is slow and
error prone, with duplicated tasks. Inadequate entry methods, redundant data
silos, and other flawed processes result
in corrupt data, making downstream processes, accurate reporting, and analytics
impossible. Custom-built solutions are
ineﬃcient, inflexible, and costly to maintain. What’s needed is a prepackaged yet
configurable solution that helps ensure
process-centric, high-quality customer
master data for a better understanding
of customers and improved strategic
account management.
The SAP Master Data Governance
application provides powerful functionality for the management of customer
master data. It integrates information
governance and automates and standardizes data processes across the
organization. The application helps you
control creation, maintenance, validation, approval, syndication, and adaptation of customer master data. With it,
you can improve enterprise information
governance, business process eﬃciency,
and customer data analysis.

High-quality customer master data is critical to processes such as billing, delivery,
and account management, as well as
activities like up-selling and cross-selling.
By aligning and standardizing data definitions and processes, you can reduce
redundancies and errors and run enterprise activities more eﬃciently. Without
integrated information governance, ensuring accurate customer records can mean
manually hunting and gathering data,
sending e-mails, and making phone calls.
Eﬃciency and customer satisfaction
suﬀer, and sales are lost.
By integrating customer information
governance into business processes,
you can manage the points of creation
on client systems while controlling maintenance and syndication of data so it can
be safely and reliably used throughout
the organization. Predefined and customizable workflows help standardize
processes and ensure participation from
the right people, and a user-friendly interface provides role-based access to data.
Natively integrated with SAP software
but also ready to fit into heterogeneous
landscapes, SAP Master Data Governance
is fast and straightforward to implement.
The application’s data model and business logic follow best practices that are
supported by SAP Business Suite software. SAP Master Data Governance

reuses existing data structures, business
validations, and various services. Additionally, it leverages existing logic and
configurations to help ensure master data
quality and facilitate data validation and
enrichment. SAP Master Data Governance
can be used with both SAP and non-SAP
solutions.
FLEXIBLE DEPLOYMENT
The application can be deployed as a
stand-alone master data hub or as part
of your existing SAP Business Suite applications. The SAP ERP Central Component
(SAP ECC) component does not need to
be upgraded to the same version as SAP
Master Data Governance if you choose
the master data hub deployment model.
STANDARD CUSTOMER PROCESSES
AND DATA
SAP Master Data Governance controls
and coordinates master data activities.
The application provides structure to
enforce process and data standardization
and authorization, while allowing flexibility
to meet the requirements of business
users throughout your enterprise.
Integrated governance features let you
avoid duplicate creation and help ensure
information completeness and accuracy.
A standard workflow tool and built-in
guidance, monitoring, and reporting
functionality enable coordinated process
and data control. Data, process, and issueresolution information are kept in a single
location for fast access. Upload functionality increases the speed of updates and
streamlines system integrations.
Rules-management functionality is
flexible. You can employ linear or distributed workflow-based governance
processes with defined roles for creating,
changing, and approving data. You can
manage data quality by extending governance processes with additional business
logic.

DATA CREATION, CHANGES, AND
APPROVAL
People throughout the enterprise can
be involved in creating or changing customer information. Without integrated
information governance, inconsistent
processes can result in bad data. A lack
of control leads to incomplete data fields,
partial changes usually remain in the
system, and planned changes often are
not visible to business users who need
to be aware of them.
SAP Master Data Governance helps
you avoid these pitfalls. The application
provides functionality for change requests
with built-in approval processes. Automated processes improve visibility, enable
decision making, keep relevant information in one place, and help improve data
quality and ensure compliance. Requests
are automatically routed, and concerned expert users and stakeholders
can record comments.
Enhanced functionality enables flexible
process design. You can configure the
user interface for each step of the
change request and approval process
as well as set step types, actions, and
field properties.
The application supports two methods
of customer data creation that can be
used alone or in unison. You can enable
business users to initiate customer data
creation in their everyday applications
and systems. The application also

supports a centralized, single point of
authoring. With the application, you can:
• Perform data maintenance on client
systems
• Automate consolidation processes on
the hub side
• Prevent business process disruptions
• Govern data in real time on the hub
AUTOMATED DATA STAGING AND
DUPLICATE CHECKS
Customer data awaiting approval is
staged separately and, once approved,
transferred to permanent storage – helping ensure that only approved, complete
data is used in business processes. To
ensure data quality, rejected change
requests do not create a permanent
record in your transactional systems
or your SAP Master Data Governance
application. You can make pending data
changes available to concerned users
and groups for review before they are
released to the organization as a whole,
increasing transparency and helping you
become more agile and proactive while
reducing errors and duplications.
The application automatically performs duplicate checks and provides information on potential duplicates during
searches for customer data and when
checking change requests. A final duplicate check is performed when a change
request is released.

SAP Master Data Governance can enforce process and
data standardization and authorization, while allowing
flexibility to meet the requirements of business users
throughout your enterprise.

COMPREHENSIVE SEARCH AND
DISPLAY FUNCTIONALITY
Your business users can search for customer data stored in the active area as
well as the staging area – unlike typical
solutions that only allow searches of
operational or active data. Comprehensive search functionality simplifies daily
search activities, and the inclusion of
inactive data from the staging area
reduces parallel change processes.
You can display search results for
a single customer, including active and
inactive data, and edit customer master
data. You can access other information
such as change documents, key mapping data, display replication logs, and
duplicate-check results. You can review
changes and check the consistency of
inactive data. And you can validate entries
to ensure consistent updates of active
data, add and enhance data, and approve
new and changed data.
DATA SYNDICATION AND
FUNCTIONAL EXTENSIBILITY
SAP Master Data Governance syndicates
customer data for SAP and non-SAP solutions. You have the flexibility to share data
to specific client systems using defined
filters, and it supports the use of diﬀerent customer IDs and customizing keys
between hub and client systems. SAP
Master Data Governance is preintegrated
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with SAP Data Services software for
cleansing, matching, consolidation, and
enrichment activities.
You can reuse business logic and functionality in your existing SAP software
environment, improving eﬃciency and
total cost of ownership. You can use predefined content fields, such as plant or
sales data, or create specific extensions
and custom applications to suit your organization’s requirements.
BENEFITS OF CUSTOMER DATA
GOVERNANCE
The application supports customer data
creation, maintenance, and distribution
and provides a unified view and a single
source of truth for customer master data.
You can improve enterprise business
process eﬃciency, perform deeper and

richer analysis, and facilitate information
governance initiatives. With SAP Master
Data Governance, you can improve the
eﬃciency of customer data processes
and drive operational excellence such as
order to cash. You can resolve process
delays, reduce the costs associated with
duplicate and erroneous customer data,
and perform sophisticated data analysis.
The application enables strategic account
management, so you can learn more
about your customers and how to better
service them, seize competitive advantage, and boost revenues and profitability.
FIND OUT MORE
To learn more about SAP Master Data Governance, contact your SAP representative
or visit us online at www.sap.com/mdm.

